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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel Internet of Things (IoT)
hardware framework for detecting and counting operations for
fish biomass estimation. Based on a multi-static configuration, the
core part of the system is using a single board computer with
high capabilities in ADC and DAC and an analog multiplexer
with a competitive switching rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hydropower plants have important effects on migrating fish
species as they can perturb and even block the migration
and thus contribute to the decline and even the extinction
of species. Allowing hydropower plants and river system
biodiversity coexisting is a challenge, which requires sustain-
able solutions touching economic, social and environmental
aspects. The European Commission published proposals for
regulation by which passage channels are used to by-pass the
fish migration paths and to permit the upstream migration of
salmon and trout species [1]. Among the environmental risk
mitigation measures, fish passes and downstream bypass are
of increasing importance for the restoration of free passage for
fish and other aquatic species in rivers.

Bypass channels provide a way to completely circumvent
the undesired barrier to fish migration. It is designed to match
any side channel of the main river system both in form and
function. Bypass channels mainly used to small scale barriers
such as low head weirs (< 2 m), where the height difference
between up and downstream does not lead to an overly long
bypass section. More technical details can be found in [2].

Fish passes represent a range of in-channel structures de-
signed to facilitate the upstream and downstream movement
of fish and other aquatic fauna. Fish passes are applied
to watercourses where natural (or human) obstructions such
as dams, weirs, or culverts prevent or interfere with fish
migration. Such fish passage problems can occur at almost
any site where the water level difference between upstream
and downstream of the structure is higher than about 0.5 m
[3]. An extensive presentation of French fish passes types can
be found in [4].

The monitoring of fish passages in a channel could be
done using different technologies, like camera filming, infrared
systems, passive sonars, active acoustic tagging or RFID
tagging [5]. In this work, we propose a 500 kHz-acoustic

system for counting fishes in passage channels, which operates
on the principle of multi-static acoustic antenna [6], [7]. The
current system was developed in collaboration between the
GIPSA-lab and the EDF R&D. It is composed of several
acoustic barriers: each fish passage will obstruct the acoustic
propagation channel between the emitter and the receiver,
which makes possible fish monitoring. Each acoustic barrier
can act as an independent conventional immersed wideband
ultrasound system in bistatic configuration, also.

In the same time, emerging Internet of Things (IoT) solu-
tions provide nowadays a new perspective both in terms of
cost reduction and remote operation capabilities. Because the
passage channel is a highly noisy and relatively fast changing
environment, our motivation for designing the proposed IoT
system is to increase the quality of signals and to simplify
the computational load of the processing algorithms for the
detection of events.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II illustrates in
several points the general hardware architecture proposed for
the fish monitoring system, while Section III presents some
qualitative and quantitative performance assessment. Section
IV concludes the paper.

II. IOT HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

The main advantages of the proposed acoustic system, as
compared to commercial active acoustic systems are: cost
effectiveness and minimal preparations for on site installation.
The designed configuration schematic is shown in Fig. 1-
(a),(b).

As it can be observed, three modules are composing the IoT
fish monitoring system:

• the IoT client - an embedded system capable of man-
aging signal acquisition, real time processing (intelligent
triggering option) and sending the recorded data to the
server ;

• the IoT hub - a processing unit for data management,
storage and final signal processing ;

• Ultrasound transducers and electronic conditioning.
In the remaining part of this section, we provide more in

depth details on these modules.



Fig. 1. Setup configuration developed for the fish counting application: (a) global set-up and (b) data processing modules.

A. IoT client embedded system

The proposed system uses one of the most advanced single
board computer on the market, Red Pitaya STEMLab 125-14
(RP), which contains a system-on chip (SoC) composed of
the Xilinx FPGA, with an ARM Cortex A9 processor, 256
MB RAM and ports for 1 Gb/s Ethernet communication. The
board has 2 fast analog inputs and 2 fast analog outputs, which
allows analog-to-digital conversion up to 14 bits and 125
MHz sampling frequency. This is more than suitable for using
ultrasound frequencies around 500 kHz (or lower). Giving the
fact that the board has only 2 analog inputs, we propose to
use an analog multiplexer: a Texas Instruments MUX36D04
containing 2:8 (2 input channels to 8 output channels) or 1:4
multiplexing capability (Round Robin or sequential sampling).
At its full potential, the multiplexer can switch channels at
about 100 ns. In this very first version of the system we
use the Red Pitaya’s outputs digital pins to command the TI
multiplexer. Therefore, by means of analog multiplexing, we
are able to set up to 8 physical ultrasound paths, or acoustic
barriers across the passage channel. In the next version, both
the analog multiplexing and the acquisition are to be driven
by an external digital pattern generator (Arduino Due).

B. IoT hub and server processing unit

We have used as IoT data collection hub and real-time signal
processing an Intel Next Unit of Computing equipped with i5
7260U processor, 8 GB of RAM and 256 GB of SSD storage.
The server is connected to the IoT client via Gigabit Ethernet
(by a direct cable or by a wireless USB 2.0 dongle). The

communication is established either by direct TCP / IP with
fixed IP addresses or via a LAN router.

In a separate paper, we discuss the software architecture and
the signal processing algorithms for the fish monitoring in the
respective passage channel.

C. Ultrasound transducers and electronic conditioning

Like any other acoustic acquisition and processing sys-
tem, it comprises the standard stages of a conventional ac-
tive emission-reception configuration. The system is bi-static,
which means we use two emitters (Ultran Group WS-100-
1) and 2 receivers (Ultran Group KS-100-1) face-to-face to
establish two acoustic barriers across the passage channel. The
emitted signal has been amplified by a power amplifier APEX
Microtechnology PA107 (gain at 20 dB), whereas the received
signal has been conditioned by a low noise amplifier (Texas
Instruments VCA 5807).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pilot tests have been already applied on the system in a
controlled passage channel with fishes inside. The test and
measurement campaign has been realised within the EDF
R&D facilities, Chatou, France, in 2018. The setup of the
ultrasound transducers is shown in Fig. 2. In order to validate
the obtained fish detection results, an underwater camera has
been installed, also.

In our 3-day experiment, the IoT client has been pro-
grammed to continuously transmit two types of arbitrary
waveforms in burst mode: sine-wave with a squared weighting
window and linear chirp with Hamming weighting window
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Fig. 2. Ultrasound transducers installed on Channel 12 at the EDF R&D: (a)
global view, (b) trout passage and (c) underwater camera photo.

[9]. Two samples of the received signals are illustrated in Fig.
3 and Fig. 4. One can notice the signal level on the second
acoustic barrier (lower depth) is approximately half on the first
one (upper depth). This has been used in order to evaluate the
impact of the signal level variations on the fish monitoring
result.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Ultrasound chirp signals received by the IoT client and retrieved
via the IoT hub : (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain - normalized
amplitude.

At the IoT hub level, the demodulation by normalized cross-
correlation (match filtering with the non-linearity corrected
reference from [10]) is performed, also: the peak value for each
burst is recorded in order to construct the associated time series
for fish monitoring. The obtained detection results, which
have been validated using the installed underwater camera are
illustrated on Fig. 5 for one night of continuous monitoring.

One can observe the monitored fish activity is decreasing
dramatically during nighttime. More acoustic detections have
been obtained by the lower depth barrier indicating that the
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Fig. 4. Ultrasound sine-wave signals received by the IoT client and retrieved
via the IoT hub : (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain- normalized
amplitude.

Fig. 5. Ultrasound sine-wave signals received by the IoT client and retrieved
via the IoT hub : (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain- normalized
amplitude.

weaker signal level has no significant impact on the proposed
algorithm.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a low power consumption and cost effective
IoT acoustic system was designed to achieve monitoring of
fish passages in channels near hydropower plants or dams.
The system is based on a multi-static configuration of 1
emitter to 4 receivers or 2 emitters to 8 receivers. The core
part of the system is using a single board computer with
high capabilities in ADC and DAC operations and an analog
multiplexer with a competitive switching rate. The IoT system
was tested for real-time operations and proved to be very
robust with respect to signal acquisition, data transmission to
the server and real-time signal processing. The main scope
is fish detection and counting, but further applications like
classification or localisation could be added. The future tests
will also include the multiplexing stage in order to increase
the number of acoustic barriers across the passage channels.
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